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• Current and changing research landscapes
• Metrics for data
• Data citations
• Metrics to measure repository & curator impact
• Altmetrics for data













The Current Research Landscape
10/16/2013
Data aren’t valued as 
standalone research outputs
Data “hugging” a common 
practice
Data often shared in 
non-machine readable forms
Data is (sometimes) cited
The Changing Research Landscape
10/16/2013
Increased speed of 
research
Expectation for data 
sharing
Research “products” over 
publications
“Big data,” e-Research, 
and networked science
Data citation standards 
developing










• Total performance indicators




• Average performance indicators
• E.g. Journal Impact Factor
Metrics for Data: Challenges
• Culture
• Technical infrastructure
• Lack of standards for all disciplines
• Current practice does not address:
• Granularity
• Version control (except GitHub)
• Microattribution
• Contributor identifiers (i.e., ORCID)
• Facilitation of reuse
10/16/2013
(CODATA-ICSTI, 2013)















Data Citation: How it works
Data Citation: How it works
Data Citation
• “First Principles”











“Out of Cite, Out of Mind: The current state of practice, policy,













• Feature Name & URI
• Verifier
“Out of Cite, Out of Mind: The current 
state of practice, policy,
and technology for the citation of 
















“Data Citation Developments” [blog post], 




Gu J.J., E.A. Smith, and H.J. Cooper. 2006. LBA-ECO 
CD-07 GOES-8 L4 Gridded Surface Ration and Rain 
Rate for Amazonia: 1999. Data Set. Available on-line 
[http://www.daac.ornl.gov] from Oak Ridge National 






What other “first principles” 
are addressed in this citation? 
Core and common elements?
Data Citation: Examples
Gary King; Langche Zeng, 2006, "Replication Data Set for 
'When Can History be Our Guide? The Pitfalls of 
Counterfactual Inference'" hdl:1902.1/DXRXCFAWPK 






What other “first principles” 
are addressed in this citation? 
Core and common elements?
Repository impact metrics
• Value that repository adds to 
a data set 
• Based on usage logs from 
Global Biodiversity 
Information Facility (GBIF) 
repository 
• 14 total absolute & 
relative measures
• Not generalizable to other 
repositories
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Ingwersen, P., & Chavan, V. (2011). Indicators for 
the Data Usage Index (DUI): An incentive for 
publishing primary biodiversity data through 
global information infrastructure. BMC 




Searched records Number of unit records searched/viewed (by IP address)
Download frequency Number of downloaded records from unit
Record number Number of records in (period; dataset(s); geographical 
and/or species unit) 
Search events Number of different searches (by IP address) in unit 
Download events Number of different downloads from unit
Dataset number Number of datasets in (period, geographical etc) 
Search density Average number of searched records per search event 
Download density Average download frequency per download event 
Usage impact Download frequency per stored record per unit 
Interest impact Searched records per stored record per unit
Usage ratio Ratio of download frequency to searched records in unit 
Usage balance Ratio of download events to search events for unit (in %) 
Usage score Ratio of unique downloaded records (U) to record number 
(in %) 






• Data services 
• Archival content 
development
• Impact is based on the 
“specificities” of systems
and products, which have 
more to do with the value of 
metrics that can be 
extracted than external 
factors
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Weber, N. M., Thomer, A. K., Mayernik, M. S., 
Dattore, B., Ji, Z., & Worley, S. (2013). Indicators 
of use in research data archives. 8th International 
Digital Curation Conference (IDCC). Amsterdam, 
The Netherlands.
Curator impact metrics (Weber et al)
• Discovery Events
• Homepage hits via direct links (bookmark, etc)
• Homepage hits via query links (search engine)






Curator impact metrics (Weber et al)
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(via Konkiel, 2012: http://hdl.handle.net/2022/14714)
Altmetrics
10/16/2013
• (+) Capture information at the (output, researcher, 
institution, state, national) level 
• (+) Quick to accumulate
• (+) Correlate with traditional metrics
• (+/-) Can give limited context
Altmetrics
10/16/2013
via Konkiel, S. (2013.) “Altmetrics: A 21st Century 
























Tracking your data’s impact
10/16/2013
• Register DOIs for
your data
• Upload to a 
repository
(Or a journal, if you must)
• Create an 
ImpactStory report
Thank you!
Stacy: skonkiel@indiana.edu // @skonkiel
Download this presentation & handout:
https://scholarworks.iu.edu/dspace/handle/2022/15458
10/16/2013
